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Timetable and
submission status
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Timetable: Housing Data (Rentals+Volume+Exp)

Preliminary data
received before 7th
IACG (Apr 2019)

Timetable: Housing Data (Rentals+Volume+Exp)

Final data
expected by
end-July 2019

Major deadline: Housing Data and related forms
Regions expected to submit the following by end-July 2019
1. [Final] Rental data
2. [Final] Housing volume data
3. [Final] 2017 National Account Expenditures
4. Housing Metadata Questionnaire
5. National Accounts Country Practices Questionnaire
Note: At the 7th IACG (Apr 2019) it was strongly recommended that regions
continuously share their latest housing data with the ICP Global Office in order to
assess their quality and completeness on a rolling basis as soon as they are available.

Submission status: ICP 2017 Housing Data
Number of countries for which
ICP Global Office has received data
Rental
data

Volume
Data

BH EXP
Both Actual
& Imputed

BH EXP
Actual
only

BH EXP
Imputed
only

AFR [50]

45

42

50

0

0

ASI [22]

22

19

20

1

0

CIS [8]

−

−

−

−

−

LAC [36]

21

15

10

1

0

WAS [12]

12

10

11

1

0

EUO [49]

31 3

24 3

47

0

0

SP [3] 2

1

3

0

0

0

Region

1

1

Total number of participating countries in brackets
Special Participation: Iran, Georgia and Ukraine
3 Items do not match ICP specs/forms; however, EUO are not expected to submit data for all countries for
housing, but rather a subset to allow for linking
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Rental Data
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Global Requirements: Rental data
Country Rental Form
─

Annual rental prices for 13 ‘items’ comprising different types (and
sizes) of houses and apartments, e.g. detached/attached houses
and studio/1br/2br apartments

─

Allows for reporting of:
(national average) annual rental price per dwelling size
(national average) annual rental price per m²
DATA ENTRY
Annual rent
2
Dwelling Size (usable surface) in m
2
Annual rent per m

1104111101

1104111102

Single-detached house, 120-180 m2
$24,000
150m²
$160 per m²

Single-detached house, 180-240 m2
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Global Validation: Rental data
Reporting issues
─

Initial indecisiveness on preferred unit of measurement for rental
prices (per dwelling size vs. per m²) led to regions reporting in
different units of measurement

─

Issue resolved at 7th IACG (Apr 2019):
Annual rental prices to be reported primarily ‘per m²’ (and when
possible also ‘per dwelling unit’ to help validation)

─

Forms used by regions to submit prices to ICP Global Office will be
updated to allow reporting of annual rental prices in both units of
measurement
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Global Validation: Rental data
Completeness and plausibility checks
Completeness
Each country must price at least 1 of the 13 ‘rental items’
Size-Price per m2 relationship (internal plausibility)
Within a country, as dwelling size ↑ we generally expect a
corresponding ↓ in “price per m²” for the same type of dwelling -conditional on prices being representative averages, otherwise logic
may break down
Inter-country plots (international plausibility)
To compare item prices and BH price level across countries/regions
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Global Validation: Rental data
Completeness and plausibility checks
─

Almost all regions had most countries price at least 1 item; on
average countries priced 11 (out of the 13) items; least frequently
priced: “Studio Apartment, 35-60 m2” – uncommon & too big?

─

Size-Price per m2 relationship didn’t hold in some regions for
slightly more than 1/3 of the countries, e.g. price per m² higher for
smaller 1-BR Apt than for bigger 1-BR Apt

─

The above may hint that some ‘average prices’ aren’t nationally
representative; maybe smaller 1-BR Apt priced only in rich areas
and bigger 1-BR Apt priced nationally (or only in poor areas)

─

Metadata questionnaire on housing should help clarify the
sampling framework behind the reported rental prices
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Housing Volume Data
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Global Requirements: Housing volume data
Country Volume form
─

Collects housing volume and quality measures for the total
number of formal dwellings in a country disaggregated:
by type of dwelling construction: house vs. apt. vs. traditional
by location of dwelling: urban vs. rural
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Global Validation: Housing volume data
Completeness and plausibility checks
Completeness
Impossible to specify a minimum requirement a priori for volume
indicators; but at least two ‘volume’ and several ‘quality’ measures
per country should be reported
Additivity checks of reported totals
To see if reported figures add up, e.g. do total dwellings by type
equal total dwelling by location?
Ratios and plots of reported indicators
To see if reported figures seem reasonable, e.g. ratio of total
dwellings vs. total population
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Global Validation: Housing volume data
Completeness and plausibility checks
Volume Quantity Indicators1
(# of country submissions per region, excl. CIS & EUO)
Usable surface
area in m2

Number of
Rooms

Number of
Dwellings

AFR [50]

11

34

40

ASI [22]

11

18

17

LAC [36]

0

7

12

WAS [12]

0

5

9

SP [3] 3

1

1

1

total

23

65

79

Region 2

1 Table only shows the number of ‘by dwelling’ (rather than ‘by location’) type submissions for all
dwelling types (houses, apartments and traditional dwellings)
2 Number of participating countries in brackets
3 Special Participation: Iran, Georgia and Ukraine
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Global Validation: Housing volume data
Completeness and plausibility checks
Volume Quality Indicators1
(# of country submissions per region, excl. CIS & EUO)
Electricity

Inside
Water

Private
Toilets

Central
Heating

A/C

AFR [50]

38

37

35

2

19

ASI [22]

15

14

11

0

0

LAC [36]

12

12

10

0

5

WAS [12]

7

7

6

1

5

SP [3] 3

1

1

1

1

1

total

73

71

63

4

30

Region 2

1 Table only shows the number of ‘by dwelling’ (rather than ‘by location’) type submissions
for all dwelling types (houses, apartments and traditional dwellings)
2 Number of participating countries in brackets
3 Special Participation: Iran, Georgia and Ukraine
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Global Validation: Housing volume data
Completeness and plausibility checks
─

Totals by dwelling type don’t always coincide with totals by
dwelling location– perhaps ‘by location’ total is more likely to
include ‘informal’ housing (which shouldn’t be included)

─

7th IACG (Apr 2019) agreed that if dwelling totals ‘by type’ and
‘by location’ don’t coincide; then we will use ‘by type’ as
national total

─

Ratio checks and plots revealed some unit reporting or other
types of errors, e.g. 60 rooms per dwelling, low total number of
dwelling relative total population (see graph, next slide), etc.
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Global Validation:
total number of dwellings vs. total population

Completeness and plausibility checks
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Rental expenditures
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Rental Expenditures

─

ICP 2017 rental expenditures split into two basic headings:
1104111 Actual rentals for housing (BH)
1104211 Imputed rentals for housing (BH)

─

7th IACG (Apr 2019) agreed that if a country can’t split its rental
expenditures, then the full rental expenditure amount should be
allocated exclusively to ‘Actual rentals for housing’

─

National Accounts Country Practices questionnaire should shed
some light on how countries’ impute rents for owner-occupied
dwellings
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Global Validation: rental expenditures
Preliminary checks and summary statistics
Validation of latest rental expenditures to date (post 7th IACG meeting in
Apr 2019) still pending; yet below are some preliminary summary statistics
of the latest NA expenditure data on rents:
(exp share of actual+imputed
nominal exp. on rentals)
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Housing PPPs: Regional and Global Linking Approaches
Regional Approaches to Actual Rentals BH PPPs (confirmed at 7th IACG – Apr 2019)
AFR
ASI
CIS
WAS
LAC
EUO

2011

2017

Rental [direct PPPs]

(Same as 2011)

Reference Volume

???

Volume [indirect PPPs]

(Same as 2011)

Rental [direct PPPs]

(Same as 2011)

Rental [direct PPPs]

(Same as 2011)

Mix of direct and indirect PPPs

(Same as 2011)

Linking Global PPPs
2011
I) AFR, LAC, WAS : linked via rental data
II) CIS: linked to OECD via Russia using quantity approach
III) Asia, Eurostat-OECD: linked via quantity approach

..the three were
linked together via
quantity approach

2017 ?
Will depend on data availability and regional approaches. Likely similar
approach to ICP 2011. Housing TF is testing the linking exercise.
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2011
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Rental [direct PPPs]

(Same as 2011)

Rental [direct PPPs]
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Mix of direct and indirect PPPs
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Linking Global PPPs
2011
I) AFR, LAC, WAS : linked via rental data
II) CIS: linked to OECD via Russia using quantity approach
III) Asia, Eurostat-OECD: linked via quantity approach

..the three were
linked together via
quantity approach

2017 ?
Will depend on data availability and regional approaches. Likely similar
approach to ICP 2011. Housing TF is testing the linking exercise.

Takeaways and Next steps
─ First major check on rental and volume data done; regions
notified of issues detected
─ More complete and uniform indicator coverage for volume
will help properly test & ultimately optimize the Q approach
─ If pre-final housing datasets shared with ICP Global Office,
the checks shown (plus possible additional ones) will again
be carried out. Housing TF will be kept in the loop.
─ ICP Global Office will review the latest NA exp. data
─ Final housing data submission, NA country practices and
housing metadata forms expected by end-July 2019
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THANK YOU
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